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Overview

This course is designed to get graduate students systematically trained and equipped to tackle
central questions in social sciences: (1) what is type of questions (descriptive) and (2) does X cause
Y type of questions (explanatory). An effective and appropriate research design, rather than
complicated empirical techniques, distinguishes a great research project from a mediocre one.
We will, therefore, first learn the essence of scientific research and some fundamental method-
ological principles that enable us to perform valid and effective research. We will then learn
both qualitative and quantitative methods and begin the transition from knowledge consumers
to knowledge producers. This course will be demanding, but you will learn much with commit-
ment, hard work, and intellectual engagement.

✓ All journal articles are hyperlinked on the syllabus.

✓ For students new to Canvas, AU’s learning management system, see Canvas at American
University for tools, tutorials, and resources.

✓ Please read the syllabus, especially the class requirements, carefully.

✓ Office hours are split into daytime and nighttime to accommodate those working full-time.

Course Objectives

Students who successfully complete this course will be able to:

1. Demonstrate familiarity with major concepts/methodological issues in scientific inquiry.
2. Implement preliminary quantitative analysis like correlation analysis and significance tests.
3. Perform qualitative research using methods like process tracing, comparative case studies,

in-depth interviews, and participant observation.
4. Evaluate the pros and cons of different research methods in light of specific research topics.
5. Craft a research design tailored to a specific research topic that you are interested in.

While the teaching heavily involves learning and coding in R, we will not go into the funda-
mentals of programming but learn and use only what is necessary. No prior experience in
programming is required to take this class, but you must work through the lab materials and
programming assignments diligently, as the learning curve can be very steep for beginners.
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Materials

The primary textbooks and software for this course are the following:

[MSSW ] Chambliss, Daniel F., and Russell K. Schutt. 2010. Making Sense of the Social World: Methods
of Investigation. Pine Forge Press.

[QSS ] Imai, Kosuke. 2018. Quantitative Social Science: An Introduction. Princeton University Press.

· R: https://www.r-project.org

· RStudio: https://www.rstudio.com (name soon changing to Posit)

All slides/assignments will be on Canvas. For students new to Canvas, AU’s learning manage-
ment system, see Canvas at American University for tools, tutorials, and resources.

To learn R and complete class exercises, you will use R and RStudio, which are freely available.
During class, we will sometimes have lab sections to practice coding in R. Optional resources
are available for those who wish to practice further. You need a computer and Internet access in
order to perform assignments and final projects in this class. For technology borrowing, please
consult the library website. See also the Statistical Consulting Center that offers consultation
for statistical problems, as well as the Math & Stats Program that offers free, drop-in tutoring
to American University students in mathematics courses, statistics courses, and in statistical
software programs. While priority is given to Mathematics & Statistics students, this free support
is available for you as well.

Grades and Requirements

The following are the composition of grades and the grading scale. All homework deadlines are
specified in the weekly schedule. There will be no extra credits offered.

Participation . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10%
Problem Sets . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 25%
Midterm and Final Exam . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 50%
Research Prospectus . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15%

B+ 87 to < 90% C+ 77 to < 80% D 60 to < 70%
A 94 to 100% B 83 to < 87% C 73 to < 77% F 0 to < 60%
A- 90 to < 94% B- 80 to < 83% C- 70 to < 73%

Participation (10%). Participation consists of attendance, class participation/courtesy, and sub-
mission of discussion questions.

Problem Sets (25%). There will be five homework assignments throughout the semester, each
of which has been designed to improve your understanding of the materials presented in class.
The assignment will generally be due at the beginning of the following class. Any variations in
this schedule will be announced when the assignment is given.

· File submission types are restricted to .pdf files in most cases. If coding is part of the
problem set, it should be done in R or R Markdown and submitted as is. Please check
ahead so that you do not run into submission issues.
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· Problem sets will be done in groups of 3–4 students (pods). Pods will be randomly assigned
to you and will change for each problem set. This is to help you get to know each other and
gain a sense of community, as well as learn from each other. Members of a single pod will
receive the same grade for the assignment. The submitted product is something that all
members of the group should have reviewed. Given that this assignment can be completed
by a single student, no complaints about group contributions would be accepted.

· All results should be fully replicable, i.e., the grader should be able to run the submitted
code and arrive at the same results. Please retain copies of your submissions.

Midterm and Final Exam (50%). There will be two exams, consisting of multiple choice, short-
answer questions, longer (essay) questions, and statistical problems to be solved in R (in the
second exam). On the quantitative section of both exams, you will be expected to show all your
work. If you do not show sufficient work to indicate how you arrive at your answer, you will not
receive any credit for that question, even if you answer is mathematically “correct.” Similarly, if
you show your work but do not arrive at the right answer, you will receive partial credit.

Research Prospectus (15%). You will develop a research design that addresses a significant
question in political science and write a research prospectus describing it. The prospectus will
define a testable hypothesis (based on existing relevant research), identify appropriate data, and
propose a method of analysis. You will not be required to do the empirical analysis.

The prospectus should:

1. Identify a research question clearly

2. Provide a comprehensive literature review

3. Develop a theory and hypotheses

4. Describe the proposed data for analysis

5. Describe the analyses to be performed

6. Discuss the merits and limitations of the design and how the design effectively tests em-
pirical expectations from the theory

Also note that the following:

· It should be at least five pages or more excluding bibliography, one-half spaced, 11pt font,
8.5”×11” paper size (US letter), with 1” margins on all sides. The paper should use the
American Political Science Association citation style. I highly recommend that you use
Zotero, a free citation manager.

· You may use Microsoft Word (template here), LATEX (template here), or R Markdown itself,
but please submit the paper as a PDF export.

· The Writing Center is a great free resource for students looking to improve writing skills.

Class Policies

Late and “Things Happen” Policy. All submissions will be subject to a 20% reduction each
day (i.e., 24 hour period after the specified submission date/time) you are late. To put it another
way, if you are late one day, your grade for the submission will be a maximum of 80%. If you
are late for two days, your grade for the submission will be a maximum of 60%. The reduction
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is automatically applied via Canvas immediately after the deadline has passed. This means that
you should submit work on time even if it is not perfect. I will not accept any excuses on this.

For one of these (regardless of what), I will accept a three-day extension without any necessary
excuses or documentations. Things happen that make life difficult—and sometimes you need
your privacy on those matters. After that, the above late policy will apply again similarly, so that
if you are late for four days, your grade for the submission will be a maximum of 80%.

Contact. The class policy is that all questions should be first addressed during class or during
the TA’s/my office hours. For better accommodations, office hours are also available virtually.

The next best method is email (see tips). You can expect a response from me within two business
days so that emails sent on Friday/weekends can be addressed by next Tuesday (the same applies
to the TA). If you have not heard from me after this timeline, please send a follow-up.

Please address me as Dr. Kim or Professor Kim in the email correspondences. Consider these op-
portunities to prepare yourself for professional environments. Please do not text or call through
personal phone numbers of either me or the TA!

Office Hours. Office hours are times that I have set aside, expecting that students will drop by
with questions about the course. Office hours are by appointment: use Calendly at
https://calendly.com/sy-silvia-kim/office-hours to sign up. After you select a meeting time
through Calendly, we can meet at my office or Zoom, depending on what you choose. If you are
unable to attend a scheduled meeting, please be courteous to your fellow classmates and cancel
through the confirmation email you receive.

Intellectual Property. Course content is the intellectual property of the instructor or student
who created it and may not be recorded or distributed without consent.

Changes to the Syllabus. This syllabus is subject to change during the course as the instructor
sees fit, depending on the situation and class progress. I will post time-sensitive changes to the
course as a Canvas announcement. I highly recommend setting your Canvas profile so that you
receive Canvas notifications immediately.

University Policies and Resources.

See American University’s Policies, such as the Academic Integrity Code, Emergency Prepared-
ness, Discrimination and Sexual Harassment Policy, Student Conduct Code, Undergraduate Aca-
demic Rules and Regulations, and Disability-Related Accommodations. Some highlights:

· In particular, the Academic Integrity Code is extremely important. It governs all course-
work in this class. Common violations include plagiarism, cheating, taking credit for work
that is not one’s own, and so on. Any violations should be reported to the TA or myself,
and I will process the reported violation per guidelines. These are grave offenses that will
result in penalties down to the F grade.

· See Section VII of the Student Conduct Code (Classroom Behavior and Academic Dishon-
esty). I ask that you be courteous in the classroom at all times.
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· The Academic Support and Access Center (ASAC) supports the academic development
and educational goals of all American University students and is committed to promoting
access for individuals with disabilities within the university’s diverse community. If you
have University-documented disabilities related to learning, please contact me to make the
necessary arrangements at the beginning of the semester.

· AU provides a variety of student support services, including Academic Success Coaching,
Mathematics & Statistics Tutoring Lab, The Center for Diversity & Inclusion (CDI), Coun-
seling Center, International Student & Scholar Services, and so on.

Weekly Schedule

Readings and homeworks should be completed before the scheduled course meeting under
which they are listed below. Extra reading may be added as the course progresses—if so, an
email/Canvas announcement will be made. If you see any conflict between course details on
Canvas and this syllabus, please let me know so that I may resolve it.

Module 1: Social Science Research: How Do We Know What We Know?

Week 1: Course Introduction: What is Research?
Aug 31 – Syllabus

– Pre-class survey
– MSSW Ch. 1, 2

Week 2: Research Process, Ethics, and Transparency/Replication
Sep 7 – MSSW Ch. 3, 13, Appendix A

– Van Evera, Stephen. 2015. Guide to Methods for Students of Political Science. Cornell
University Press. Ch. 5, Appendix
– McClendon, Gwyneth. 2012. “Ethics of Using Public Officials As Field Experiment Sub-
jects.” Newsletter of the APSA Experimental Section 3(1): 1320. (See bottom of page for link
to PDF)
– CITI Human Subjects Research Training: Create an account affiliated with AU, and take
the Social & Behavioral Research - Basic/Refresher from Institutional Courses, American
University (Part of Problem Set 1)

Module 2: Causality, Counterfactuals, and Measurement

Week 3: Introduction to R
Sep 14 – R Lab Session: Introduction, Objects, Vectors, and Functions

– QSS Ch. 1

Week 4: Measurement and Causality
Sep 21 –MSSW Ch. 4, 6 + QSS Ch. 2

– Cunningham, Scott. 2021. Causal Inference: The Mixtape. Yale University Press. Ch. 4:
Potential Outcomes Causal Model
– McDermott, Rose. 2002. “Experimental Methods in Political Science.” Annual Review of
Political Science 5(1): 3161.
– Kim, Seo-young Silvia. 2022. “Automatic Voter Re-Registration as a Housewarming Gift:
Quantifying Causal Effects on Turnout Using Movers.” (June 24, 2022).
– Butler, Daniel M., and Eleanor Neff Powell. 2014. “Understanding the Party Brand:
Experimental Evidence on the Role of Valence.” The Journal of Politics 76(2): 492505.

Module 3: Qualitative Methods

Week 5: In-depth Interviews, Participant Observation, Ethnography, and Focus Groups
Sep 28 – MSSW Ch. 9, 10
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– Walsh, Katherine Cramer. 2012. “Putting Inequality in Its Place: Rural Consciousness and
the Power of Perspective.” American Political Science Review 106(3): 51732.
– Suttmann-Lea, Mara. 2020. “Poll Worker Decision Making at the American Ballot Box.”
American Politics Research 48(6): 71418.
– Bush, Sarah Sunn, and Amanda Clayton. 2022. “Facing Change: Gender and Climate
Change Attitudes Worldwide.” American Political Science Review: 118.
– Lerner, Alexis M. 2019. “The Co-Optation of Dissent in Hybrid States: Post-Soviet Graffiti
in Moscow.” Comparative Political Studies 54(10): 175785.

Week 6: Comparative Methods, Case Studies, Process Tracing, and Unobtrusive Methods
Oct 5 – MSSW Ch. 11

– Bennett, Andrew, and Colin Elman. 2006. “Qualitative Research: Recent Developments in
Case Study Methods.” Annual Review of Political Science 9(1): 45576.
– Gerring, John. 2004. “What Is a Case Study and What Is It Good For?” American Political
Science Review 98(2): 34154.
– Collier, David. 2011. “Understanding Process Tracing.” PS: Political Science & Politics
44(04): 82330.
– Clarke, Killian. 2018. “When Do the Dispossessed Protest? Informal Leadership and
Mobilization in Syrian Refugee Camps.” Perspectives on Politics 16(3): 61733.

Module 4: Quantitative Methods

Week 7: Describing Variables, Probability Theory, and Sampling
Oct 12 – MSSW Ch. 5, 7, 8 + QSS Ch. 3

– Hadley Wickham, R for Data Science
– Seeing Theory: A visual introduction to probability and statistics, Brown University

Week 8: Data Visualization + Midterm Exam
Oct 19 – Healy, Kieran, and James Moody. 2014. “Data Visualization in Sociology.” Annual Review

of Sociology 40(1): 10528.
– Data Visualization, Professor Andrew Heiss

Week 9: Surveys, Significance Tests, Cross-tabulation, and Missing Data
Oct 26 – MSSW Ch. 7, 8

– Krosnick, Jon A., and Josh Pasek. 2010. “Optimizing Survey Questionnaire Design in Po-
litical Science: Insights from Psychology.” In The Oxford Handbook of American Elections
and Political Behavior, ed. Jan E. Leighley. Oxford University Press.
– Alvarez, R. Michael, Lonna Rae Atkeson, Ines Levin, and Yimeng Li. 2019. “Paying
Attention to Inattentive Survey Respondents.” Political Analysis 27(2): 14562.
– Burden, Barry C. 2000. “Voter Turnout and the National Election Studies.” Political
Analysis 8(4): 38998.

Module 5: Correlation and Regression

Week 10: Ordinary Least Squares (OLS) I
Nov 2 – QSS Ch. 4

– Cunningham, Scott. 2021. Causal Inference: The Mixtape. Yale University Press. Ch. 2:
Probability and Regression Review
– Identify an article that relies on regression (likely related to your prospectus) and bring to
class. Be prepared to summarize the study and we’ll interpret the results.
– Warshaw, Christopher, Lynn Vavreck, and Ryan Baxter-King. 2020. “Fatalities from
COVID-19 Are Reducing Americans Support for Republicans at Every Level of Federal Of-
fice.” Science Advances 6(44): eabd8564.

Week 11: Ordinary Least Squares (OLS) II
Nov 9 – QSS Ch. 7

– Mason, Lilliana, Julie Wronski, and John V. Kane. 2021. “Activating Animus: The Uniquely
Social Roots of Trump Support.” American Political Science Review 115(4): 150816.
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– Newman, Benjamin J., Tyler T. Reny, and Bea-Sim Ooi. 2022. “The Color of Disparity:
Racialized Income Inequality and Support for Liberal Economic Policies.” The Journal of
Politics 84(3): 181822.

Week 12: Machine Learning, Network Analysis, and Text as Data
Nov 16 QSS Ch. 5

– Tidymodels: https://www.tidymodels.org/learn/
– [Optional] Salganik, Matthew J. 2019. Bit by Bit: Social Research in the Digital Age.
Princeton University Press.
– [Optional] Text Mining with R: https://www.tidytextmining.com/index.html

Module 6: Multi-Method and Mixed Methods

Week 13:
Nov 23 Thanksgiving Holiday; No Class

Week 14: Multi-Method and Mixed Methods + Class Review
Nov 30 – Cyr, Jennifer. 2017. “The Unique Utility of Focus Groups for Mixed-Methods Research.”

PS: Political Science & Politics 50(4): 103842.
– Anguera, M. Teresa et al. 2018. “Revisiting the Difference between Mixed Methods and
Multimethods: Is It All in the Name?” Quality & Quantity 52(6): 275770.
– Leerssen, Paddy, Tom Dobber, Natali Helberger, and Claes de Vreese. 2021. “News from
the Ad Archive: How Journalists Use the Facebook Ad Library to Hold Online Advertising
Accountable.” Information, Communication & Society 0(0): 120.
– Simonsen, Kristina Bakkær. 2021. “The Democratic Consequences of Anti-Immigrant
Political Rhetoric: A Mixed Methods Study of Immigrants’ Political Belonging.” Political
Behavior 43(1): 14374.

Week 15: Lightning Round Presentations + Final Exam
Dec 7 – Research prospectus due.
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